Public consultation on Geo-Blocking and Other Geographically-Based Restrictions When
Shopping and Accessing Information in the EU
Audiovisual Sector Coalition Statement - 23 December 2015

In response to the European Commission’s public consultation on “Geo-Blocking and Other
Geographically-Based Restrictions When Shopping and Accessing Information in the EU”, the undersigned
organisations of film directors, broadcasters, film/TV producers, sports rights owners, publishers, distributors, and
cinema exhibitors active in the European audiovisual landscape welcome the opportunity to reiterate their
support for the overarching priorities of fostering economic growth and job creation set out by the European
Commission.
Following the announcement of legislative proposals to end unjustified geo-blocking, we also note that
this public consultation specifically mentions in several instances that it “does not cover geo-blocking related to
copyright and content licensing practices1.” We therefore take good note of the fact that copyright and
licensing practices are out of the scope of potential future initiatives on unjustified geo-blocking and we
welcome the Commission’s recognition of the inappropriateness of addressing copyright in this context.
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European Commission press release. In addition, the inception impact assessment on “Proposals to address unjustified geoblocking and other discrimination based on consumers' place of residence or nationality” states that “the initiatives discussed
in this IIA only address those practices not based on copyright or licensing agreements (including in sports)”.

In the separate area of copyright, we note that the European Commission has undertaken in the
Communication on a Digital Single Market Strategy for Europe2 to ensure that its initiatives will “respect the value
of rights in the audiovisual sector”. At the same time, the European Commission has announced plans to “make
legislative proposals in the first half of 2016 to end unjustified geo-blocking”. More recently, in its Communication
“Towards a modern, more European copyright framework3”, the European Commission stated that “the financing
of new European productions in the audiovisual sector is, to a large extent, based on territorial licensing combined
with territorial exclusivity granted to individual distributors or service providers”.
Indeed, the commercial freedom to organize the financing and future distribution of each film and TV
programme on a territorial basis is indispensable to the financing of films and other forms of audiovisual content,
to ensure their best possible promotion and distribution throughout the Digital Single Market and thereby
(hopefully) secure the necessary recoupment of investments and revenue to help fund the creation of new works
and the ability for local distributors to continue investing in film releases in the future. The European Parliament4,
the European Audiovisual Observatory5 and the Charles River’s Associates study6 commissioned by the European
Commission have all confirmed that licensing on a territory-by-territory basis is essential to raising financing for
films and audio-visual productions, which require massive upfront investments.
In conclusion, a ban on geo-blocking practices that support the financing and distribution of film and
audiovisual content would run contrary to the stated objective of the Digital Single Market to create jobs and
growth. It would also undermine investment in the development, creation, production, marketing and
distribution of films and audiovisual content and, inherently, our ability to tailor our offers of film and audiovisual
content to the wide diversity of consumer preferences and varying purchasing powers across Europe.

*****
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COM(2015)0192 final
COM(2015) 626 final
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European Parliament resolution of 9 July 2015 on harmonisation of certain aspects of copyright and related rights,
paragraph 13 : Points out that the financing, production and co-production of films and television content depend to a great
extent on exclusive territorial licences granted to local distributers on a range of platforms reflecting the cultural specificities
of the various markets in Europe; that being so, emphasises that the ability, under the principle of freedom of contract, to
select the extent of territorial coverage and the type of distribution platform encourages investment in films and television
content and promotes cultural diversity; calls on the Commission to ensure that any initiative to modernise copyright is
preceded by a wide-ranging study of its likely impact on the production, financing and distribution of films and television
content, and also on cultural diversity;
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European Audiovisual Observatory Study on territoriality and its impact on the financing of audiovisual works
6
Economic Analysis of the Territoriality of the Making Available Right in the EU
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List of Signatories
(Transparency Register Identification Number - T.R.I. N°)

ACT - Association of Commercial Televisions in
Europe, Grégoire Polad, Director General rv@acte.be, and Emilie Anthonis, EU Affairs
Advisor - ea@acte.be
T.R.I. N°: 18574111503-28

BUNDESLIGA - Stefan Brost, Head of EU Office stefan.brost@dfb-dfl.de
T.R.I. N°: 723043319169-84

CEPI - European Coordination of Independent
Producers, Elena Lai, Secretary General Cepi@europe-analytica.com
T.R.I. N°: 59052572261-62

EUROCINEMA - Association de Producteurs de
Cinéma et de Télévision, Yvon Thiec, General
Delegate - Yvon.Thiec@eurocinema.eu
T.R.I. N°: 43245696854-79

EUROPA DISTRIBUTION - Christine Eloy, General
Manager - christine.eloy@europa-distribution.org
T.R.I. N°: 626116910064-95

FERA - Federation of European Film Directors,
Pauline Durand-Vialle, CEO pdv@filmdirectors.eu
T.R.I. N°: 29280842236-21

FIAD - International Federation of Film
Distributors Associations, Jelmer Hofkamp,
Secretary General - jelmer.hofkamp@fiad.eu
T.R.I. N°: 757797110981-25

FIAPF - International Federation of Film
Producers Associations, Benoît Ginisty, Director
General - B.Ginisty@fiapf.org
T.R.I. N°: 332167817125-52

IVF - International Video Federation - Publishers of
Audiovisual Content on Digital Media and Online,
Charlotte Lund Thomsen, Legal Counsel –
clthomsen@ivf-video.org
T.R.I. N°: 7013477846-25

LaLiga - The Spanish Football League, Javier
Tebas, President - contact: Laura Vilches lvilches@laliga.es

MPA - Motion Picture Association, Stanford
McCoy, President and Managing Director MPA
EMEA - Stan_McCoy@mpaa.org, and Marc du
Moulin, EU Affairs Director Marc_Dumoulin@mpaa.org
T.R.I. N°: 95201401713-39

Premier League - Mathieu Moreuil Head of
European Public Policy mmoreuil@premierleague.com
T.R.I. N°: 20008164092-96

UNIC - International Federation of Cinemas, Jan
Runge, CEO - jrunge@unic-cinemas.org
T.R.I. N°: 74301917747-65
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